
CLAMP 2017-09-06 Meeting notes

Date

06 Sep 2017

Attendees

Christophe Closset
Gervais-Martial Ngueko
Alok Gupta
Avinash S
Michael Zinnikas
Pamela Dragosh
Sébastien Determe
Guangrong Fu
Yuan Liu
Vijay Venkatesh Kumar
Rittwik Jana
Randa Maher

Goals

Project status (Martial)
Integration testing with Holmes team
Open Source DB proposal for future(R2) CLAMP Dashboard
Other topics..

Discussion items

Time Item Who Notes

10min Project Status Martial
Presented the dashboard and discussed status of stories, showed sonar metrics

5min vCPE use case clarification Martial/Pam
Discussed about using a plain text box for the Operational policy, requires the user to manually go 
and look for the target

5min Integration testing with 
Holmes team

Martial/Guangrong 
Fu/Vijay Clamp team wants to be able to test that the blueprint it generates is ok

Holmes team has provided the JSON to the DCAE team but no news since
Clamp team needs a sample blueprint, will follow up with DCAE team

5min Open Source DB for R2 Martial/Vijay/Rittwik
Need to look for an alternative DB for R2
DCAE team also evaluating a similar change for R2, needs a broader discussion with the ONAP 
team
Proposed to have a discussion on this on F2F event

5min TCA configuration model Vijay/Pam/Martial
New updates on the TCA model, has this been communicated to Policy and CLAMP - DCAE 
configuration
Details to capture on DCAE wiki - ONAP focus

5min Oparent link Pam/Chris
Clamp is doing a Trial with OParent and requires its dependencies to be RELEASED, or staging, 
some have not been found
Clamp team to check on Staging

5min Instantiation and test with 
AAI

Pam/Guangrong
/Vijay Holmes team has trouble using AAI REST Apis, discussed best way to get guidance

10min Holmes call to AAI Pam/Guangrong
/Vijay Discussed about the HTTP GET request that Holmes need to do, Vijay to send details to 

Guangrong

Action items

https://wiki.onap.org/display/~ChrisC
https://wiki.onap.org/display/~osgn422w
https://wiki.onap.org/display/~alok411
https://wiki.onap.org/display/~AvinashS
https://wiki.onap.org/display/~MZinnikas2017ONAP
https://wiki.onap.org/display/~pdragosh
https://wiki.onap.org/display/~sebdet
https://wiki.onap.org/display/~GuangrongFu
https://wiki.onap.org/display/~liuyuan
https://wiki.onap.org/display/~vv770d
https://wiki.onap.org/display/~rittwik
https://wiki.onap.org/display/~rx196w


Follow up during the Holmes weekly meeting to close up on the remaining questions
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